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THE ASSCCIATICN

The Association first started when a small group of like-minded people
mettogetner informally soon after the shatt.ering events which took place
in Cyprus ir the summer of '974. It vIas then realized that they were in
complete agreement concerning the principal causes of the catastrophe
which befell Cyprus. By informal and personal co--,tacts they founel other
people - mainly in the professions - who f,,1t and thought the same .Jay.
A committee was then set up and the first informal meetings were held.
A Declaration of basic principles released to the press received an
encour&ging erough response to prove that it was in fact expressing the
views of many other people in Cyprus. This led to the fourding of the
"NEW CYPRUS ASSOCIATICN", on Wednesday the '9th March, )Q75, in Nicosia,
when its inaugural m0eting was held. The Association expressly defined
itself as a non-political, non-sectarian society of public-minded people
who are interested in promoting the objectives adopted at its i~augural
meeting.
ThE' members of the P,ssociation are cOf'vir'ced that their views have always
been shared by the vast, but silent, ma;ority of Cyprus in all communities.
The tragic events of 'Q74 led to the realization that a movement had to
be launched to salvage Cyprus from the ruins of the war aT'd to rekindle
the old fE'elings of comradeship ancl understanding which existed among the
different communities if' Cyprus for many decacJe~ in the past.. ThllS the
name of the "NEW CYPRUS ASSOCIATFN" was agre,'d upon as expresslng the
members' belief that a NEW Cyrrus .,ould ultimately emerge from the
chaos and devastation.
OBJECTIVES
According to its Constitutiof\ thE' aims of the Association are:
(a)

to promote ideas and to help create corditions that "Jill ~nspcre
a~l of ,,~,irrespective of ethnic origin, v'itn feelings of love and
loyalty for Cyprus, our Country.

(b)

to promote contact and continuous understanding among all co~munities
that areas of comnon ir,terest are emphasized and cleve loped while
at the samE time differences are narrowed down and alleviated.
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(c)

to foster concepts which shall contribute towards the consolidation
of a democratic way of life so as to elimir,ate ar'y possibility of
recourse to violence for achieving political ends and to safeguard
the peaceful existence ana welfare of the people of Cyprus as a
whole.

The Association intends to foster ar,d enhance the feelings of pride,
love and loyalty of all Cypriots for their Country and to work towards
the reintegration of all Cypriots i0to a urified, peaceful and democratic
society. It is believed that these pursuits in no way prevent Cypriots
from appreciating their ethpic origins traditions 8rod cultural achievements.
MEMBERS

Membership is open to everyone who fully subscribes to the principles
and objectives of the Association.
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PRINCIPLES
The Principles of the Association are as follows:
(a)

This country is inhabited by Greeks, Turks, Armenians and others
who must never be physically segregated since they happen to have
common interests and pursuits which define their identity as
Cypriots, and "'hich they alone can understand and safeguard. This
is so - must remain so, in spite of their differences, real or
imagined.

(b)

The most significart cause of our present plight can be founQ in
the erroneous conceptions prpvailing among the h.o major communities
brought about, in part, by separatist orientation 5 and furth"r aggravated
by the use of wrong slogans which were actively exploited by outside
interests.

(c)

We do not deny our .. thnic origins and cultural links, but we must as
a people consider ourselves as Cypriots first and foremost ard then
as Greeks, Turks, or others.

(d)

The presence of any armies in Cyprus was not, is rot, ard carrot be
in the interests of our country.

(e)

The adoption of ard strict adherence to democratic principles in
all aspects of our political life is a 'lCcess31Y prerequisite for
the proper develop""nt of our society.

MEANS AND METHmS
The Association will use all lawful ~eans and peaceful methods which can
contribute towards the achievement of its aims. In particular it P"oposes -
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(a)

to study all aspects of Cypriot society and inter-relations within it:

(b)

to publish articles, make ~ublic statements 2nd circulate suitable
material on the activities of the Association:

(c)

to organise meetin0s, seminars, debates and other peaceful
activities.

The executive body of the NEV' CYPRUS ASSCCI.nICN is a Co-ordinating
Committee elected by the annual general meeting. To ar~ieve the
objectives of the Association the Committee has set up four working groups
specializing in the study of cultural, institutional and political
questions, as well as in the study of relations ".ith other Countries.
LOOKING AHFf,D
The Association is faced with a difficult task. It will hav .. to oage a
hard struggle in order to counter the effects of the mistakes and failures
of the past and to mobilise public opinion against the forces ••hich caused
the two major ethnlC communities to jrift apart from each other. Nevertheless
the Associotion is convinced of the ultimate vind ication of its principles
and of the success of its aims. The Association's activities will not orly
revitalise the bonds among all Cypriots which existed in the past, and which
have never actually been completely severed, but will also foster ideas
held among the majority of Cypriots but forcefully suppressed by opinionforming minorities in the two major ethnic communities. The Association
seeks, moreover, to impress upon all Cypriots and on all persons irterested
in Cyprus the fact that what is now taking place in Cyprus in no way represents
the true feelings and aspirations of the CYrriot people as a whole.
The Association calls upon all peace-loving people here and abroad to
vffer it their aSGistallC~ it"'. whatever form

for all Cyp1'iots.

tOlJ'rards

building a New Cyprus

